Abstract. We define the notion of generic cut between models of ZF C and give some examples.
introduction
Given models V ⊆ W of ZF C, we define the notion of generic cut of (V, W ), and prove some results about it. We usually assume that W is a generic extension of V by a set or a class forcing notion, but some of our results work for general cases.
generic cut for pairs of models of ZF C
Let's start with the main definition.
Definition 2.1. Suppose that V ⊆ W are models of ZF C with the same ordinals and α, β are ordinals. An (α, β)−generic cut of (V, W ), is a pair V , W , where
Note that if W is a set generic extension of V , then any V i is a ground of W and each W j is a generic extension of V .
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that V ⊆ W are models of ZF C and there exists an (α, β)-generic
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1 Recall that V is a ground of W , if W is a set generic extension of V by some forcing notion in V . 
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The next theorem shows that there are no generic cuts in the extension by Cohen forcing.
Theorem 2.3. Let P = Add(ω, 1) be the Cohen forcing for adding a new Cohen real and
Proof. Assume towards a contradiction that (
We consider several cases:
(1) At least one of α or β is uncountable. Suppose for example that α ≥ ℵ 1 . It follows
. So from now on we assume that both α, β are countable.
(2) Both of α = α − +1 and β = β − +1 are successor ordinals. Then we have
, and there are no inner models
which is clearly impossible (in fact there should be 2 ℵ0 such M 's).
(3) Both of α, β < ℵ 1 are limit ordinals. We can imagine each V i , i < α, is of the form
, for some Cohen real a i and similarly each W j , j < β, is of the form
(4) One of α or β is a limit ordinal > 0 and the other one is a successor ordinal. Let's assume that α is a limit ordinal and β = β − +1 is a successor ordinal. As cf (α) = ω, we can just consider the case where α = ω. Then for all i < ω we have V i ⊂ W β − . We can assume that each V i is of the form V i = V [a i ], for some Cohen real a i , and that
, for some Cohen real b. Using a fix bijection f : ω ↔ ω × ω, f ∈ V, we can imagine b as an ω-sequence b i : i < ω of reals which is Add(ω, ω)-generic over
We can further suppose that each b i codes a i (i.e.,
Let us now define a new sequence c i :
so that c i (0) = 0, and
is not in M (by a genericity argument). We get a contradiction.
(5) One of α or β is 0 and the other one is a limit or a successor ordinal. Then as above we can get a contradiction. 
ON THE NOTION OF GENERIC CUT FOR MODELS OF
Finally force over , β) , and let G 3 = b j : j < β be a generic filter
for j < β, and
Then ( V , W ) witnesses an (α + 1,
Remark 2.5. If V satisfies GCH, then we can find V [G], so that it also satisfies the GCH;
it suffices to work with Add(|α| + , α) and Add(|β| + , β) instead of Add(ω, α) and Add(ω, β)
respectively. 
